Evolution 101
Lesson 20

CODES INFER A DESIGNER
The structure and behavior of matter point to a preexisting, Transcendent Power. The matter of the
universe is made of protons, neutrons and electrons. They seem to be like bricks manufactured throughout
space on an assembly line. Various combinations of these basic building blocks produce all of the
elements, each with its unique structure and properties. One proton plus one electron is the formula or
code for hydrogen. Eight protons plus eight neutron plus eight electrons is the formula or code for
oxygen. The ninety-two natural elements are all composed of various combinations of protons, neutrons
and electrons.
All elements have unique properties and behavior patterns. The First Law declares atoms and energy
can neither create nor destroy the atoms of the universe. As a consequence, atoms cannot explain their
own existence or their properties such as gravity, mag-netism or chemical properties. Scientists cannot
explain why two atoms of hydrogen (a gas) com-bined with one atom of oxygen (another gas) will result
in water (a liquid) or why one atom of sodium (a poisonous metal) combined with one atom of chlorine (a
poisonous gas) will produce common, non-poisonous table salt.

LAWS OF THERMODYNAMICS & EVOLUTIONISM
We understand gravity to be a property of matter. We know that two bodies of matter attract each
other directly proportionate to the product of their masses and inversely proportionate to the square of the
distance between them. Scientists can understand how it works but not why.
The human experience has always identified coding with intelligence. The explanation for the codes
must transcend matter/energy. Otherwise, each electron, proton and neutron is endowed with all of the
attributes of God. If God is in-volved, then there can be no evolution since evolution presup-poses that
God is not involved in solving the question of origins.
Since man has access only to the noncreative processes under the First Law, he cannot solve problems
that demand creative process.

RECAP: In addition to the laws of thermodynamics reviewed above, the Law of Cause and Effect, The
Law of Biogenesis, The Law of Probability, The Law of Mass Action, The Law of Inertia and the Law of
Angular Momentum close the door on the scientific viability of macroevolution. Why, then, do many
churches roll over before the soldiers of Satan? Churches should teach more true science along with the
Bible. Surely, one must believe that God exists before he can receive salvation.
At this point, Christians object to evolutionists that attempt to critique the Genesis story of a six-day
creation while invoking present natural (noncreative) processes. During creation week, God used creative
processes and then ceased using them on the seventh day and established the present noncreative
processes available for scientists to learn to study.
How can one logically critique creative processes with noncreative tools? Can a person build a
house with a broom? Can a blind person describe the Grand Canyon?
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